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The Discovery Programme began working in collaboration with Dublin Institute for 
Advanced Studies (DIAS) on the Ogham in 3D project in October 2012.  The objective of 
this project was to precisely and accurately record a selection of Ogham inscribed stones, 
processing the data to produce accessible 3D models. The first phase of this 
collaboration ran from October 2012 - January 2013, during which a total of 18 stones 
were surveyed. This report will document the complete project work flow: the 
methodology of survey, the processing stages and the modelling outputs necessary to 
digitise these stones and make them available to the public.

3D LASER SCANNING

3D Laser scanning was identified as the most appropriate survey technique to gather the 
primary data for each of the selected stones. Laser scanning is a non-contact rapid 
survey technique which results in high density, precise survey points in the form of 3D 
pointclouds. A number of different scanning technologies exist based on different 
measurement principles (time of flight, triangulation, phase based), factors which directly 
influence the accuracy and resolution of the survey. For this survey the objective was to 
generate survey data of a sufficiently high resolution to define the subtleties of the 
Ogham inscriptions in the subsequent 3D models.

AVAILABLE SCANNERS

The resources of DIAS and the Discovery Programme offered three potential scanning 
solutions:-

NextEngine 3D Scanner HD (Model 2020i)     

The NextEngine scanner is a triangulation laser scanner, and has been successfully used 
in the past to record extremely fine stone work and carved stone art. It generates 
accurate and precise 3D data to sub-millimetre resolution. In many cases this would 
exceed the requirement for Ogham inscription, and the technique is extremely time 
consuming. Designed as a desk-based system it scans small areas (approx. the size of an 



A4 sheet of paper) at a time, with large objects requiring complex mosaicking of multiple 
scans. This results in excessively long survey and processing times so the NextEngine 
was discounted for the Ogham project.

Polhemus FastSCAN Cobra

This hand-held scanner works by casting a fan of laser light over the object, while the 
camera on the wand views the laser to record a cross-sectional profile of the object. 
Embedded tracker technology is used to determine the position and orientation of the 
wand, enabling the computer to reconstruct the full three-dimensional surface of the 
object. Depending on the skill of the operator and speed of scanning sub-millimetre 
resolution can be achieved. Scanning is a relatively fast operation with the object's image 
immediately appearing on your computer screen. This real-time visual feedback, 
monitoring and controlling of the scan is a major benefit when working on remote sites, 
ensuring the survey is completed to the required quality. The table below shows the basic 
specification, more details can be found at 
http://polhemus.com/polhemus_editor/assets/FastSCAN%20Scorpion%20Brochure.pdf

Range Up to 75cm

Scanning rate 50 lines / second

Resolution Typically 0.5mm @ 200mm

Accuracy Practical accuracy, 0.13mm

Laser power Class 3R (35mW)

Table 1 – Specification of the Polhemus FastSCAN Cobra laser scanner

Faro Focus 3D 120

This scanner is more commonly associated with the recording of buildings or 
archaeological remains. It is a phase-based scanner surveying capable of scanning much 
larger surface areas than either the NextEngine or Fast SCAN instruments at a higher 
speed. Table 2 lists some of the important specification of the Faro Focus 3D 120, more 
details can be found at http://www.faro.com/focus/us.

Range 0.6m – 120m indoor or outdoor

Measurement speed Up to 976,000 points per second

Ranging error (maximum) +/- 2mm



Field of View Vertical 305o, Horizontal 360o

Laser power Class 3R (20mW)

Table 2 – Specification of the Faro Focus 3D 120 laser scanner

After careful consideration the project adopted the following scanning policy. The primary 
scanning instrument would be the FastSCAN Cobra, and this would be used wherever 
practical. However in instances where the stones were too large or located in 
inaccessible locations then the Faro Focus would be adopted as an alternative 
instrument.  The Faro Focus would also be required in cases where no scan return was 
achieved using the FastSCAN.

SCANNING ENVIRONMENT

A number of potential hazards can be identified which may restrict the quality of data 
that can be achieved  with the Fastscan cobra. They include:

• wet stone surface

• excessive wind

• bright light conditions

To control these environmental factors a forensic blackout tent was used when capturing 
the data to provide a sheltered work area. A dry stone surface was identified as a 
significant factor in obtaining quality scan returns and this was achieved through 
planning survey in periods of good weather and sometimes visiting the site the day 
before the survey to cover the stone.



Figure 1 – The forensic tent in a low set-up to reduce the impact of wind at Ballintaggart, Co. Kerry

FIELD PROCEDURE

Polhemus FastSCAN Cobra

The scanner is powered by a small petrol generator and this has to be positioned in a 
suitable location. The FastSCAN Cobra is then connected to a laptop with the FastSCAN 
software on it. Once all the cables (transmitter, receiver, USB, power, wand) have been 
hooked up to the scanner a few minutes initialization is necessary. The best and worst 
scanning resolution is set and the receiver is set as the reference which allows large 
areas of the stone to be scanned from one set-up.

The FastSCAN Cobra gathers sweeps of data; the scanner is held approximately 15cm 
away from the object and moved at a slow and consistent pace across the object. The 
operator’s skill in maintaining a constant speed and a steady hand ensure that the data 
comes back clean. An unsteady sweep will result in erroneous lines in the data. The 
sweeps are continued until the entire surface of the stone has been surveyed, a process 
which has been likened to virtually painting the stone. 



Figure 2 – The complex components of the FastSCAN Cobra prior to set-up.

Figure 3 – Scanning one of the Ogham stones at Ardmore in Co. Waterford using the FastSCAN Cobra. 
(photo courtesy of Kaaren Moffatt)



Faro Focus 3D 120

The field operation of the Faro Focus scanner is very different from the FastSCAN Cobra. 
The instrument is set up at a number of positions around the stone (normally up to 
eight), at a distance of a few metres. From each set up a scan is undertaken with optimal 
settings to achieve a surface resolution of 1 – 2mm. The different scans are registered 
using sphere targets carefully placed in the scan scene.

Figure 4 – Faro Focus 3D 120 scanning at Knickeen, Co Wicklow

PROCESSING & MODELLING STAGE

The raw data output from both scanners is a pointcloud representation of the stone 
surface in x,y,z format. That is to say that the surface has been precisely mapped by 
millions of individual laser scan points. The processing stage involves generating a solid 
digital surface wrap from these points. 

The first stage of the processing is the export of the x,y,z points from each scanners 
proprietary software.

The FastSCAN Cobra data is registered in FastSCAN software before it is exported as a 
.ply cloud of points. At this stage editing takes place and any erroneous sweeps are 
deleted from the pointcloud.



Figure 5 – FastSCAN Cobra processing. L-R raw pointcloud in FastSCAN software-merging pointclouds in 
geomagic-a final surface wrap

The Faro Focus 120 data is registered in Faro Scene software. This is a target based 
registration where 3 or more of the sphere targets automatically detected in the survey 
are used to piece the scan set-ups together. A tolerance of less than 0.5mm is deemed to 
be acceptable at this stage. The Scene project is then imported into a third party 
software called Pointools. This is a pointcloud visualisation software, an environment 
where videos and renders of the pointcloud are generated. From Pointools the ogham 
stone is exported as an x,y,z ascii file.

All the final processing is done in Geomagic studio software. The x,y,z files are imported 
and a number of tools are used to clean the data and convert the cloud of points into a 
solid wrap surface. These include some or all of the following operations depending on 
the particular dataset involved.

• points are shaded

• disconnected components are removed

• outliers are removed

• scanner error (noise) is reduced

• curvature sample (reduction) of points is performed where too much data exists

• manual registration of overlapping scans

• global registration and refinement of the manual registration

• merge of pointclouds



At this stage the pointclouds have been cleaned as much as possible. A surface wrap is 
next performed in Geomagic. This is where the point object converts into a polygon 
object, a TIN mesh. Millions of individual polygons will be in a wrap. This wrap is then also 
cleaned using the following tools.

• a smooth relax to minimise angles between individual polygons

• individual spikes within the mesh are detected and flattened or removed

• small holes are filled in the mesh

 

Figure 5 – A view of the pointcloud data from Faro Focus 120 scan of Knickeen stone in Co. Wicklow

DELIVERABLES

Products generated from the laser scan modelling are used on the Ogham in 3D website 
http://ogham.celt.dias.ie/. These include:-

• 3d pdf , exported from Geomagic software.

• Screen capture jpegs are rendered from the Geomagic software of the final 
surface wrap model. 

• Rendered images from Pointools software.

• Rendered videos from Pointools software.

• .obj file of surface (this can be imported to numerous 3D viewing applications) 
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